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 JTHM PRODUCTS is John The Handyman's own
 brand of professional quality British-made      
 chemicals.                                                             

We supply and distribute our products 
throughout Cornwall and also from our store, 
John The Handyman's, in the  West Midlands.

Our products include laundry, hand cleaners and
sanitisers, skin care, general cleaners, floor 
cleaners, degreasers, bar & restaurant, 
detergents, bleaches, disinfectants, car care and
industrial products.

Our products are available in various sized 
containers and dispensing options. They are 
excellent quality and are ideal for use in all 
sectors including hospitality, catering, office, 
education, garages, workshops, factories, farms, 
around the home and just about anywhere else.

COSHH details are available for our products.

You can contact us via our website:
 www.jthmproducts.co.uk

Email us: sales@jthmproducts.co.uk

Cornwall area enquiries tel: 
07914 166590

John The Handyman's Store enquiries tel: 
 0121 557 8522

Our head office address:

John The Handyman's
97-99 High Street
Princes End
Tipton
DY4 9JE
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D420 Universal Barrier Cream.
A dual purpose pre-work cream providing increased protection for wet and dry work environments.
It will provide a barrier that makes soil removal easier.
Easily dispensed with one of our dispensing options.
Pink cream.

95105 Barrier Cream Paste.
Pre-work barrier cream paste with special skin care ingredients.
White paste.

92011 After Work Cream.
Specially selected reconditioning ingredients have been incorporated within this cream allowing efficient replenishment
of natural oils lost from the skin during work.
This lotion is very easily absorbed by the skin and is a perfect partner to our pre-work barrier creams.
Easily dispensed with one of our dispensing options.
White opaque viscous liquid.

89047 Luxury Pink Pearlised Hand Wash.
An extremely high quality luxury lotion that is not to be confused with lesser products offered by some other 
companies.
Delicately fragranced with extract of rose oil and formulated using carefully selected skin care ingredients this liquid 
soap is equally at home in washroom and shower environments.
Pink viscous liquid.

91031 Luxury White Pearlised Hand Wash.
A non fragrance version of pink pearlised washing lotion with a bactericide for added hygiene.
This product can be used in the catering environment or where ever a fragrance is not accepted.
White viscous liquid.

90023 Engineers Liquid Soap.
A solvent free orange coloured and fragranced liquid soap.
High concentrations of powerful yet gentle skin cleansers are combined with the finest of skin care ingredients to 
produce an effective alternative to beaded gel hand cleaners.
Orange viscous clear liquid.

96012 Peach Pearlised Hand Wash Gel.
High quality pearlised soap with a pleasant peach fragrance.
Peach viscous liquid.

94157 Pearlised Body Wash.
Formulated to incorporate a high standard of gentle skin cleansers this product is ideal for use in showers.
Blue viscous liquid.

06076 Anti MRSA Hand Wash.
A pleasant to use liquid soap that has been rigorously tested by independent laboratories and has achieved EN1276 & 
EN13727 certification. It is effective against MRSA.

8812 Alcohol Hand Sanitiser.
A bactericidal hand rinse based upon alcohol with an additive that destroys bacteria. Widely used wherever a high 
degree of sterilisation is required including hospitals, vets, dentists etc.
Water white thin liquid.

03061 Thick Alcohol Hand Sanitiser.
A flowable gel version of the alcohol hand rinse that gives increased residence upon the skin when in use.
As above but in gel form.

D416 Liquid Skin Cleanser.
A powerful but gentle liquid skin cleanser containing biocides.
Straw coloured clear liquid.

93061 Liquid Skin Cleanser & Sanitiser.
A clear green viscose liquid hand cleaner which is achieved EN 1276 certification for biocidal performance.
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D428 Red Beaded Hand Wash Gel.
A carefully selected combination of low aromatic hydro-carbon solvents, surfactants, skin care ingredients, perfume and
are blended to form a soft gel.
Grease, grime and oil is rapidly removed and easily rinsed off.
This hand cleaner is ideally suited to industrial, auto and engineering environments and can be dispensed using one of 
our dispenser options.

D426-Yellow Yellow Citrus Beaded Hand Wash Gel.
Harnessing the cleaning power of naturally derived citrus oils this hand cleaner contains a mild antiseptic and lanolin to 
moisturise the skin and help replace those natural oils lost during hand washing.
A good all round cleaner with a pleasant smell of natural lemon that is especially effective in removing printing ink as 
well as grease and grime.

94169 Yellow Citrus beaded Hand Wash Gel.
A reduced viscosity dispenser grade version of D426 packed in 1litre dispenser cartridge bottles for use in the wall 
mounted dispensers (page 13) or jerry cans.

D440 Orange Beaded Hand Wash Gel.
This is a product that we’re particularly proud of and is rapidly becoming one of the most popular in the range.
Combining the cleaning abilities of both D428 and D426 ensures the best of both worlds and gives you without doubt 
the most versatile hand cleaner on the market today.
We have now enhanced the skin care properties to help protect any cuts and grazes from infection.
As with all our industrial beaded gels we offer a number of options for dispensing.

D425 Eco Friendly Citrus Hand Wash Paste.
A white dense paste this hand cleaner is the heavy weight champion for grease grime and oils removal.
Our usual micro beads make way for fine grade organic scrubbing agents that massage the soil from the skin and are 
emulsified by the inclusion of special surfactants and citrus cleansing agents.
This citrus based hand cleaner has good quality skin care ingredients and possesses excellent wash off capability.
Dispensers are available for this product.

96160 Lime Beaded Hand Wash Gel.
If it’s ‘lime’ that you are after, here it is! Based upon the best selling D426 this hand cleaner has a pleasant lime 
fragrance and is presented with a lime colour.
Easily dispensed with one of our dispenser options this hand cleaner is also available in a reduced viscosity version for 
presenting in a Jerri can.

03067 Rose Beaded Hand Wash Gel.
A carefully selected combination of low aromatic hydro-carbon solvents, surfactants, skin care ingredients and perfume 
are blended to form a soft gel.
Grease, grime and oil is rapidly removed and easily rinsed off.
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B204 Beer Pipe Cleaner.
A highly alkaline beer pipe cleaner. For use with beer pipe, pump and cellar tank operations.
Not for use on aluminium. A colourless clear liquid.

B223 Machine Glasswash.
A high quality machine glass wash liquid exclusively for the cleaning of glasses in an enclosed machine.

10072 Beer Line Cleaner Purple.
For use with beer pipe, pump and cellar tank operations. A purple coloured liquid.

D401 Anti-Static Sanitizer & Algae Remover.
Ideal for use on all plastic surfaces to prevent the build up of static.
May also be used on carpets.

97098 General Purpose Cleaner.
A very versatile cleaner for bar tops and most hard surfaces such as walls, floors, laminate and paintwork.
Supplied in handy 1ltr trigger spray packs and refill containers.

97099 Kitchen Surface Cleaner.
For use in restaurant food preparation and all food contact areas where a powerful degreasing and sanitising action is 
required. Supplied in handy 1ltr trigger spray packs and refill containers.

04057 Monopropylene Glycol.
Used as a refrigerant in wine coolers etc.

B224 Machine Dish Wash.
A general purpose machine dishwash, suitable for use in most hard and soft water areas.

B221 Hard Water Dish Wash.
A high activity liquid for use in hard water areas. Will provide stain and tannin control.

D430 Dishwash Rinse-aid Concentrate.
A low foam rinse aid formulated to reduce the surface tension of water to provide an enhanced drying of crockery, 
cutlery and glasses.

02035 Dishwash Rinse-aid.
A low foam rinse aid formulated to reduce the surface tension of water to provide an enhanced drying of crockery, 
cutlery and glasses.

C315 Descaler.
A low foaming liquid giving effective descaling in glass washers, dishwashers, Bain Marie’s and boilers.

B203 Thick Oven Cleaner.
A thickened product giving increased residency to allow greater penetration of burned on food deposits.
Ideal for use in ovens or on grills etc.
Must be used with adequate ventilation& suitable P.P.E.

B216 Spray-on Oven, Grill & Carbon Cleaner.
A highly alkaline cleaner for application via a trigger sprayer pack.
Excellent results are obtained when used in a slightly warmed oven. 
Must be used in an adequately ventilated area & suitable P.P.E.
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00062 Barbecue Cleaner.
A highly effective cleaning liquid for all barbecues.
Carbon deposits, grease and grime are easily removed with a single application leaving all surfaces clean.

A101 Barbecue Cleaner Concentrate.
A highly effective cleaning liquid concentrate for all barbecues.
Carbon deposits, grease and grime are easily removed with a single application leaving all surfaces clean.

B216 Spray-on Oven, Grill & Carbon Cleaner.
Supplied in a convenient trigger spray this highly effective product is applied to the grill surface and allowed to 
penetrate for a short while. A simple rinse in cold water and a wipe is all that is required to restore barbecue grills.

A101 Citrus Degreaser.
An exceptionally powerful water based degreaser.
Highly dilutable for removal of grease, grime and oils from vehicle components. It can be diluted to use in a parts 
washer.

E501 Solvent Degreaser Concentrate.
A very good product for degreasing engines, machinery, chassis, compressors , tanks, farm machinery, concrete floors 
etc. Can be diluted many times with paraffin for added economy.
A slightly straw coloured clear liquid with low aromatic solvent odour.

E503 Tar & Bitumen Remover.
A solvent degreaser giving excellent results when cleaning engines, machinery, chassis, compressors, tanks, farm 
machinery, concrete floors etc.
Can be used to remove tar from equipment.

E518 Odourless Degreaser.
An odourless solvent based degreaser.

C303 Degreaser/De-scaler Concentrate.
A superbly versatile acid based de-scaler and degreaser, ideal for use in all areas including shower areas, urinals, 
concrete floors etc. Can also be used to clean alloy wheels and even as a rust remover.
Lightly perfumed liquid.

96154 Solvent Cleaner & Chewing Gum Remover.
Containing aliphatic hydro carbons and citrus oil extract, removes tar, grease, oil etc.

97100 Glass Cleaner.
A highly effective cleaner for all glass,mirror and tile surfaces.
Can be used neat or diluted. A fast evaporating liquid with rapid cleaning capabilities that leave surfaces clean and 
streak free.

98022 UPVC Cleaner.
A solvent based UPVC cleaner and restorer for the removal of paints, glues, silicones.
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A114 Hard Surface Cleaner.
An extremely versatile multi-purpose cleaner that can be used to clean most hard surfaces including floors, walls, 
paintwork, plastics, laminates, stainless steel, ceramics and glass.

8923 Multi-Purpose Cleaner.
A good all round multi surface cleaner formulated to optimise soil suspension. Can be used for stripping wax floors. 

B225 Powerful Cleaner Degreaser.
This exceptionally powerful, highly alkaline cleaner is one of the finest cleaners available within the industry.
Used as a safe replacement for harsh solvents to degrease machine parts, this cleaner is often the preferred choice in 
kitchens, abattoirs, garages and other environments that demand the best there is.

B209 Super Concentrate Cleaner.
Highly concentrated and exceptionally versatile cleaner that is one of the very few products that can clean heavily 
trafficked Altro floors. Safe to use in almost every situation and on just about every surface imaginable this cleaner is 
even used as a traffic film remover due to it being caustic free and highly dilutable.

D421 Cream Cleaner.
For hard surfaces with polishing clays and specially formulated additives to lift grime and dirt leaving surfaces really 
clean. Highly effective at removing stains and an ideal choice for use on stainless steel, ceramics, paintwork, chrome 
and enamel. White viscous cream.

A118 Anti-Bac Hard Surface Cleaner.
(A102 with added perfume). The perfect choice for use in nursing homes, vetenary surgeries, and anywhere that 
requires a hygienic environment. A yellow coloured clear liquid.

A102 Anti-Bac All Purpose Cleaner.
With no added perfume.This product is bactericidal to both gram positive and negative organisms making it an obvious 
choice for food preparation areas. This product has been tested to, and passed the EN 13697 accreditation.

89037 Anti-Bac Washroom Cleaner.
This perfumed cleaner is an ideal product for use in showers, washrooms and poolside areas.

06075 Cleaner & Sanitiser.
A powerful cleaner and sanitiser independently tested to EN 13697 & EN 13727 (against MRSA).
Ideal for use in nursing homes, surgeries etc. A clear yellow liquid.

97098 General Purpose Cleaner.
A very versatile cleaner for most hard surfaces such as walls, floors, laminate and paintwork. Light green coloured.

97099 Kitchen Surface Cleaner.
For use in all food contact areas where a powerful degreasing and sanitising action is required. Clear pink coloured.

97100 Glass Cleaner.
Excellent for cleaning windows and mirrors leaving them streak free. A clear blue liquid.

97121 Bathroom Cleaner.
For use on baths, sinks, tiles, shower areas. Leaves a strong fresh fragrance. A green coloured clear liquid.

97119 Air Freshener & Sanitiser.
An air freshener and sanitizer with a lovely fresh perfume.

06097 Furniture Polish.
A cream coloured furniture polish leaving a high shine and a light wax fragrance. A cream coloured liquid.
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D411 Concentrated Washing Up Detergent.
A highly concentrated 20% lightly perfumed cleaner that is ideal for manual dishwashing.
A viscous green clear liquid.

89056 Washing Up Liquid.
A good quality high foaming 10% washing up liquid.
Can also be used as a hard surface cleaner.
Viscous green clear liquid.

J913 Power Bleach.
5% A ready to use bleach for disinfecting and cleansing of hard surfaces.
Clear pale straw coloured liquid.

J901 Bleach Concentrate 12%.
A concentrated bleach, 12% (nominal) ideal for industrial sterilisation.
Clear pale yellow coloured liquid.

94020 Thickened Bleach 5%.
A powerful thickened bleach offering increased residency on surfaces.
Widely recognised as a most efficient product for heavy duty cleansing.
Slightly viscous pale yellow liquid.

J918 Bleach Tablets.
Chlorine release tablet to dilute as required for killing bacteria on previously cleaned surfaces.
Use one tablet per one litre to make a 1000ppm solution.

J903 Pine Disinfectant.
QAP 30 concentrated general purpose disinfectant exhibiting a broad spectrum action.
Dark green liquid.

J908 Lemon Disinfectant.
General purpose QAP 30 disinfectant for general use and for spray application for odour control.
Bright yellow clear liquid.

8821 Disinfectant QAP 50.
Thickened quaternary disinfectant for sterilising.
An orange coloured liquid

90109 Black Fluid.
A high strength reodouriser based on high boiling tar acids, cresylic creosote, giving bactericidal properties and 
astringent long lasting odour.
Black liquid.
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11184 Laundry Detergent.
This is an excellent quality white liquid laundry detergent for use in automatic washing machines to achieve brilliant 
cleaning for all your clothing and linen.
It has a highly concentrated liquid formula for hard and soft water areas, which incorporates a pleasant fragrance for 
lasting freshness.
Use through an automatic machine, or hand wash to remove stubborn stains and enhance the appearance of fabric, 
clothes and housekeeping items.

11186 Laundry De‐Stain.
This is a liquid de‐staining additive with bactericidal properties for heavy stained fabrics.
Add to sluice wash phase for enhanced cleaning results.
Designed to penetrate and break down stains, allowing Laundry Detergent to remove the stain from the fabric more 
effectively during the main washing cycle.
For use in conjunction with Laundry Detergent in automatic washing machines.

11185 Fabric Conditioner.
This is a fabric conditioner with an added fibre protector.
For use in automatic washing machines to provided comfort and softness to all your fabrics.
An opaque, blue liquid, which contains a high active blend of fabric conditioners and pleasant fragrance in an aqueous 
base.
For use in conjunction with a laundry detergent in automatic washing machines.
The two products work synergistically to enhance the appearance, texture and fragrance.

03095 Ban Rouge.
This is an amazing product that will remove both fresh and dried red wine stains.
Whether your preference is a deep ruby Shiraz or a light red Beaujolais nouveau, a glass of it spilled onto carpet is no 
longer a disaster.
Simply apply Ban Rouge to the affected area and watch as the stain disappears before your eyes.
Safe for use on most surfaces. Ban Rouge is a clear colourless pungent smelling liquid.

96154 Solvent Cleaner & Chewing Gum Remover.
An effective way to remove gum from all surfaces without the need to resort to freezer sprays which can damage 
surfaces and carpet pile. Simply apply, agitate & wipe off.

MIS3/1/SC Label and Glue Remover.
A blend of powerful solvents specially selected to break down and remove label adhesives.

90037 Odour Control Enzyme Liquid.
Use for control and eradication of odours from carpets, wall coverings, upholstery, floors, refuse containers etc.
A colourless clear lightly perfumed liquid.

J917 Odour Suppressant.
Highly perfumed re-odouriser for use in sewerage plants, farms and malodour areas. A straw coloured liquid.

96154 Odour & Grease Control.
Containing citrus oils and formulated to overcome offensive odours and to remove and control grease, slime and 
bituminous deposits from a wide range of materials.
A light straw coloured pleasantly fragranced liquid.
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A107 Pine Floor Gel.
A superior pine floor gel.
Our pine floor gel exclusively uses pine oil of the very highest quality available which significantly enhances the 
cleaning power as well as imparting a clean and natural residual smell.

A108 Lemon Floor Gel.
A very efficient cleaner formulated using high quality ingredients derived from lemon oils and powerful detergents in an
easily dispersed gel. A yellow flowable gel.

A119 Catering Cleaner.
A non-tainting alkaline cleaner for use in catering establishments.
Use on walls, floors, vehicle interiors, canteen and kitchen areas. A straw coloured clear liquid.

A102 All Purpose Anti-Bac Cleaner.
A non perfumed biocidal cleaner for use in catering areas. A yellow clear liquid.

89002 Floor Maintainer.
A pleasantly perfumed buffable floor cleaner and maintainer.
Used to replenish and revitalise floors with metallised floor polishes.
When used with polishing machines a highly polished low slip surface is produced. A green coloured clear liquid.

D403 Foaming Carpet Cleaner.
Excellent for deep cleaning of the pile, as well as spot cleaning.
Upon drying the dry foam can be vacuumed to leave a clean carpet with no sticky residues. 
A light straw coloured clear liquid.

8466 Carpet Cleaner.
Concentrate for use with soil extraction machines that revitalises the pile and look of carpets and rugs.
A water white clear liquid.

B209 ‘Altro’ Floor Cleaner.
A highly concentrated product with exceptional cleaning abilities capable of tackling the dirtiest of floors and especially 
effective on ‘Altro’ and similar resinous floors. A straw coloured clear liquid.

01170 Laminate Floor Cleaner.
A special formulation for use on laminate floors. Leaves no residues.
Supplied in any pack size including trigger spray. A clear light blue liquid.

99084 Machine Floor Cleaner.
A highly effective low foaming chemical formulated for use in commercial scrubber drier machines.
A clear green liquid.

14059 Perfumed Carpet Cleaner.
This is based on our popular EP 8466 low foam carpet cleaner but incorporates a pleasant perfume to leave rooms with 
a fresh clean aroma after cleaning.

14002 Steam Mop Additive.
As the use of steam mops becomes ever more popular we have developed this steam additive that is added to the 
reservoir before use. It contains a water softener and perfume to clean and freshen in one.

D404 18% Metalised Floor Polish 18%.
A high quality metallised floor polish.
Giving maximum durability and a consistently brilliant sheen. An opaque, white liquid.

D404 25% Metalised Floor Polish 25%.
A higher solids version of the above. An opaque, white liquid.

A103 Floor Polish Stripper.
An ammoniated cleaner for rapid removal of both metallised and non metallised polishes.
A clear blue coloured liquid.

97028 No Ammonia Floor Polish Stripper.
A non ammoniated version of the above. A colourless clear liquid.
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B205 TFR Concentrate.
A highly concentrated caustic free traffic film remover that can be applied via a power wash for rapid removal of road 
grime or applied manually. Can be used as a hard surface cleaner or as a degreaser for engines etc.

B205+Wax TFR Concentrate & Wax.
As above but with an additive to leave a residual beading of water and enhanced water run off.

B220 TFR.
An exceptionally powerful product with sodium hydroxide added to enhance the removal of grime and grease.
A fine chemical product at an economy price. Clear light green coloured liquid.

B220+Wax TFR & Wax.
As above but with an additive to leave a residual beading of water and enhanced water run off. 

B210 Heavy Duty Steam Cleaner Concentrate.
Formulated for application through steam and hot water pressure washers.
Excellent results for removing heavy deposits of oils, grease, grime and dirt. A light straw coloured liquid.

D414 Vehicle Wash & Wax Concentrate.
A high quality concentrated cleaner with added carnuba waxes to give excellent cleaning results and a residual glossy 
finish to give beading and excellent water run off. A viscous opaque green liquid.

00146 Vehicle Wash & Wax.
An economy version of the above. A viscous opaque pink coloured liquid.

91066 Vehicle Rinse Aid Additive.
Use after cleaning in a final rinse to impart water repellency and beading. A pink clear liquid.

G714 Premium Screen-Wash Concentrate.
An exceptionally concentrated windscreen wash additive giving excellent results removing grime and road film leaving 
the screen smear free. Can be used as a de-icer in its neat form. A clear blue liquid.

06123 Screen-Wash Concentrate.
An economy version of the above. A clear blue liquid.

97105 Brake Cleaner.
A superior brake cleaner with rapid evaporation. A colourless clear liquid.

00062 Parts Washer Additive.
A ready to use additive for use in parts washers. A straw coloured clear liquid.

C302 Aluminium Cleaner.
A formulation of detergents and hydrofluoric acid for cleaning and brightening all aluminium surfaces.
A clear colourless liquid.

C303 Alloy Wheel Cleaner.
An excellent product to remove carbon debris from alloy wheels to leave them bright and shiny.
A clear pink lightly perfumed liquid.

8181 Oil Dispersant.
Formulated with specialised high foaming detergents to remove and suspend oil spillages in an emulsion for easy 
removal. A blue coloured liquid.

12170 Bike Cleaner.
A powerful yet gentle cleaner that quickly removes mud and grime from both motorcycles and bicycles.
Compares with well known brands.

G701 De-Icer.
A blend of alcohol and glycol that quickly disperses ice and prevents re freezing.

14045 Tyre Gloss.
This is a high quality tyre shine with a good residual performance.
A true alternative to the most popular makes.
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C308 Thickened Acid Toilet Cleaner.
A thixotropic, fragranced liquid based upon hydrochloric acid with excellent de-scaling and cleansing properties.
Safe to use on ceramics, resin and plastic sanitary ware.
Not suitable for use on stainless steel. A dark green, viscous liquid.

C301 Toilet Cleaner & Descale.
A pleasantly perfumed hydrochloric acidic liquid toilet cleaner which effectively cleans, disinfects, de-scales and 
deodourises in one operation. Not suitable for use on stainless steel. A green coloured liquid

C309 Stainless Safe Acid Toilet Cleaner.
A thickened cleaner with a pleasant lilac fragrance. Formulated to remove lime scale, uric acid and other stains.
Safe to use on chromes and stainless steel. A dark blue viscous liquid.

93069 Stainless Safe Acid Lemon Toilet Cleaner.
A thickened cleaner with a pleasant lemon fragrance. Formulated to remove lime scale, uric acid and other stains.
Safe to use on chromes and stainless steel. A yellow coloured, viscous liquid.

11007  Toilet Cleaner Apple.
A viscose toilet cleaner based on natural acids combined with a broad spectrum biocide and pleasant perfume.

J914 Formaldehyde Portaloo Additive. 
A highly fragranced liquid formulated to match the market leader. A dark blue liquid.

14090 Non Formaldehyde Toilet Additive.
A specially blended product for portaloo use. It contains a strong perfume and incorporates an odour neutraliser.
It is suitable for use as a top tank additive.

14091 Top Tank Additive.
This has been specially formulated as a top tank additive with a subtle fragrance.
It is suitable for use with bioactive chemical toilet additives.

C312 Sulphuric Acid Drain Cleaner.
Use to remove all blockages from drains including grease, fat, tea bags, body fats, cardboard and vegetable matter.

D402 Mud & Silt Remover.
An effective treatment for partial blockage reduced flow rates in drainage systems due to accumulation of particulates.
A blue coloured gloopy liquid.

EP94149 Caustic Drain Cleaner.
Use to remove all blockages from drains including grease, fat, tea bags, body fats, cardboard and vegetable matter.

04004 Solvent Ultrasonic Cleaner.
A Solvent Ultrasonic cleaner for use in either dip tanks or ultrasonic baths.

07138 Solvent Rinse Cleaner.
A solvent cleaner for use on many surfaces including ceramic, steel, some fabrics, stone etc.

02124 Ammoniated Aqueous Ultrasonic Cleaner.
An Ammoniated Aqueous cleaner for use in either dip tanks or ultrasonic baths.
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C306 Brick & Patio Cleaner.
10% hydrochloric acid Formulated to remove scale, lime scale and cement stains from masonry surfaces.

C305 Cement & Concrete Remover.
A powerful hydrochloric acid based product with rust inhibitors to remove cement and concrete and protect against 
attack on bare metal. Excellent for removing rust, rust stains, cement runs etc. A clear colourless product.

C304 28% Hydrochloric De-scaler acid.
Will remove concrete and cement from plant and machinery. Use to de-scale tanks, heat exchangers, boilers etc.

D409 Concrete Floor Sealer.
A water based seal for cement and stone surfaces. Often used to prevent dusting on floors. A white opaque liquid.

C303 Degreaser De-scaler Concentrate.
A superbly versatile acid based descaler and degreaser, ideal for use in all areas including workshops, garages, etc.

H802 Cold Bath Decarboniser.
Intended for the removal of carbon deposits. Also effective as a paint remover for air dried and stoved surfaces.
Available with or without a seal. A dark brown liquid.

H803 Paint Stripper.
Solvent based paint remover with enhanced residency for removal of paint from a wide variety of surfaces including 
wood, concrete, steel, aluminium and other metals. A viscous colourless gel with pungent odour. Use only in well 
ventilated areas.

E503 Tar & Bitumen Remover.
For fast removal of tar and bitumen from road building machinery, tankers, construction vehicles and masonry etc.

G703 Penetrating Release Oil.
Apply to nuts, cables, jammed locks, corroded components to free and release. A tan coloured liquid.

E517 De-watering & Rust Preventative.
Moisture remover and rust preventative oil for protecting machine parts when in storage. A tan coloured liquid.

F604 Moisture Removing Compound.
Used to de-water components and act as a temporary protector. A tan coloured liquid.

8181 Oil Dispersant.
Formulated with specialised high foaming detergents to remove and suspend oil spillages for easy removal.

C302 Aluminium Cleaner.
A formulation of detergents and HYDROFLUORIC ACID for cleaning and brightening all aluminium surfaces.

E506 Mould Release Agent.
A widely used release agent for an extensive range of moulded products. A colourless clear liquid.

D401 Anti Static Sanitiser & Algae Remover.
This product has been very successfully used as an algae and moss remover for patios, fences And decking. It doesn’t 
clean the surface but it loosens the moss and algae so that it can be easily cleaned and appears to inhibit new growth.

ENVIROWELD ANTISPATTER WATER BASED LIQUID
An exceptionally effective non toxic, dichloromethane free anti spatter liquid. Enviroweld is non flammable, bio-
degradable & suitable for use in confined areas. Aerosols typically contain up to 30% of the volume as propellant.
Enviroweld is applied via re-fillable trigger spray packs that use the entire product with no need for propellant. Further 
more, only a thin misting of product is needed. Enviroweld is free from Dichloromethane solvent.
Enviroweld is a safe, economical, effective, non toxic and an environmentally friendly solution to spatter problems.

98031 Anti Spatter Liquid.
A clear colourless liquid.

97011Anti Spatter Liquid Concentrate.
A clear colourless liquid.
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K1010 Window & Glass Cleaner (400ML) K1070 Galvanising Spray (400ML)

K1011 Open Gear Lubricant (400ML) K1027 Air Freshener (400ML)

K1012 Penetrating Oil (400ML) K1041 De-icer (400ML)

K1013 Plastic Coating (400ML) K1060 Graffiti Cleaner (400ML)

K1014 Maintenance Spray (400ML) K1063 P.T.F.E (400ML)

K1015 Silicone Spray (400ML) K1080 Cutting Fluid (400ML)

K1017 Chain & Cable Lubricant (400ML)

K1020 Solvent Cleaner (400ML)

K1021 Copper Anti Seize (400ML)

K1026 Food Safe Lubricant (400ML)

K1035 Stainless Steel Cleaner (400ML)

K1055 Barrier Cream (400ML)

K1062 Foam Cleaner (400ML)

K1067 Furniture Polish (400ML)

A121 Treadsafe Snow & Ice Melt Granules.
An exothermic chemical that melts snow and ice up to 8 times faster than ordinary salt.

B225 Powerful Cleaner Degreaser.
This exceptionally powerful, highly alkaline multi purpose cleaner is one of the finest cleaners available within the 
industry.This product can be used for a variety of uses including as a safe replacement for harsh solvents to degrease 
machine parts, in kitchens, resturants, garages, around the home, all hard surfaces and environments that demand the 
best there is. 

This Product is suitible for dilution with up to 40 parts water depending on strength requiried so by refilling 1L spray
bottles rather than buying a new bottle every time you can save £££ and the environment. In fact one 5L bottle can

make up to 200 liters when diluted.
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  DIS005/E ECONOMY 5 LITRE LID TOP DISPENSER.

DIS005/P PREMIUM 5 LITRE LID TOP DISPENSER (HEAVY DUTY).

DIS015/E ECONOMY 15 LITRE LID TOP DISPENSER.

DIS015/P PREMIUM 5 LITRE LID TOP DISPENSER (HEAVY DUTY).

DIS002/B REFILLABLE 2 LITRE HAND GEL DISPENSER.

DIS2.5 BULK FILL REFILLABLE DISPENSER.

DIS2.5 CTG DISPOSABLE RIDGE DISPENSER.

DIS003/J 2.5 LITRE JAR OF HAND GEL COMPLETE WITH DISPENSER AVAILABLE IN BOXES OF SIX UNITS.

DIS001/C 1 LITRE WALL MOUNTED REFILLABLE SOAP DISPENSER. ALSO SUITABLE FOR 1 LITRE 
CARTRIDGE BOTTLE.

MIS28 5 LITRE PELICAN PUMP SUITABLE FOR PLASTIC JERRY CANS.

DIS025/30 DRUM TAP SUITABLE FOR 25 AND 30 LITRE CONTAINERS.

DIS210/P DRUM SIPHON PUMP FITS 210 LITRE DRUMS (ADAPTER REQUIRED FOR EXACT FIT).

CON1TS 1 LTR EMPTY SPRAY BOTTLE.

Pictures for illustrative purposes. Actual product may vary.
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Head Office

John The Handyman's
97-99 High Street,

Princes End,
Tipton,

DY4 9JE

www.jthmproducts.co.uk
Email: sales@jthmproducts.co.uk

Cornwall enquiries Tel: 07914 166590
John The Handyman's store enquiries Tel: 0121 557 8522

jthmproducts.co.uk

mailto:sales@jthmproducts.co.uk

